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I. lntroduction 

The study of the entropy production in relativistic heavy ion 
collisions permits us to investigate the behaviour of matter far 
fro~ the ground state. This is because the entropy is assumed to grow 
rapidly when the nucleons make their first collisions and to remain 
almost constant in the expansion phasé when the interaction between 
the constituents of the nuclear fireball ceases. Thus, measurable 
characteristics of the hot system as, e.g.f the clustex abundances 

. /1 2/
become frozen at this point. The cascade ' and hydrodynamical 
/),4/ model calculations are capable of describing the complicated 

collision dynamiosand therefore, can provide us with a window at an 
early stage of the reaction where matter was still hot an~ ~ense. 

According to the suggestions of Siemens and Kapusta 5 the 
entropy per baryon produced during the collision process can be 
extracted in an indirect way via the yield of composite particles. 
The "experimental" entropy was originally inferred from inclusive 
measurements that gave significantly larger entropy values than those 
following from the cascade calculations for central collisions or 
from estimates based on ordinary equations of state for hot nuclear 
matter. This discrepancy between theory and experiment made up the 
so-called entropy puzzle discussed extensively in the literature 
(see ref./6/ for a recent review). The experimental situation has 
substantially been improved by measur~ng the charge multiplicity 
dependence of the light compo,ite particIe yield. In fact, Gutbrod 
et al./7/ and Doss et aI. 78 have shown (cf.fig.l) that tbe yield 
of d, ~ , J He , 4 He increas~s steadily with baryon charge multipli
city and leveIs off at high muItiplicity values. Thus, these experi
me~ts demonstrate a strong correlation between the impact parameter 
and the cluster yie1d. From these new data it becomes evident that 
the thermal model assumin, chemica1 equilibrium/~,IO/ and the or~ei
nal coal:escence model /11 both predicting a cIuster yield indepen
dent of the size of the en,itting source may be appIied only for large 
mult1plicity events (small impact parnrneters) when the bulk dynamics 
limit may asymptoticaI1y be reached. 

By utilizing the coalescence model of Sato and Ya~i/12/ in 

which the sizes of the SDurce and the fr~gments are free parameters, 
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Fig.!. 
Lef t t	 Experimental ratio d·(.:ke. /Prilce as a function of the charge

mul,tiplicity Nf' for the reaction Cq. + Ca at 0.4 and 
1.05 GeV/nucleon (adapted from ref./ 8 / ). The thin lines are 
the resu7êJ Qf a fit according to formula (11) ( for details 
see Ref. J. 

r í.gh t t Specific' entropy values and the ratio 12< ~(..»/( dtdce/Pti.ke) 
caloulated in the cascade model as a function of the charge
multiplicity (for details see text). 

the trend of the experimental data for the cluster production as a 
function of the baryon charge multiplicity Np has been fitted by

/8/	 4/5Doss et aI. introducing a source radius proportional to Nr and 
a constant temperature inferred from the proton spectrum. Thése 
assumptions imply that the break-up density ~nd the associated spe
cifio entropy values remain constant as a function of the partici 
pant nurnber or ~he impact parameter. However, such,assumptions ar~ 

unsatisfactory from a physical point of view because the considera
tion of a fictitious source obscures the complicated dynamical as
pects of the freeze-out processo They also contrast with t he predic
tions of the casoade oalculations /2,lJ,14/ showing that the speci

fie entropy increases VIi th the impact parameter and that the maximurn 
density reached in the participant region is the lower the more peri 
pheral the collision process is. The variation of the density of the 
em\tting source with the impac t parameter is an immediate c onsequence 
of t he f í.n í, te s t z e ot' t: :l~ nu" '..~ It 18 t he a1m of t ne present paperí • 

2 

to investigate the evolution of a hot nuclear system by means of 
the cascade model which seems to be rather suitable for this purpose 
beoause the en~ropy values attained during the collision and the 
fragment abundances could be calculated separately. This allows us to 
study their state of being oonneoted in a straight-forward way. 

The methods for the calculation of the entropy and the cluster 
abundances are briefly outlined in the next section. In Section J we 
consider the evolution of these quantities for central and noncentral 
nucleus-nucleus collisions. and compare the results with experimental 
data of 4~ -rneasurements. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4. 

2. QalQulatioQ_2~~!-~i~~~Q_th~º1~~i~!-!~~Qªgn-f~ 

The entropy value is calculated by means of the independent 
particle approximation, i.e. one introduces à probability th~t a 
certain single-particle state of a certain phase space volume is 
occupied. In the Fermi gas approximation one has 

(1)t; : - S~l' [t ~n ~ t (-1 - ~ ') tn (~- ~ ) 1 
where d1r is the phase space volume element containing the usual 
spin-isospin degeneracyfactors and the distribution function 1 
is normalized to the parti ele nurnber A of the system. In the clas
a ical limi t (-!- > <<. {, one finds the expression 

li [ õ/1	 (2)
S/A = /2 - th	 2. ~{,>] 

that can be compared with the Siemens-Kapusta formula /5/ 

"	 II (J)
~/A : 5/2 ih [ Rdp /3.fi ] , 

whera "1<d; ia the ratio of the deuteron-like fragments to the 
proton-like particles. The cascade model permita ua to calculate the 
phase spac e oocupancy arid the .. "Rclp"· ratio separately. 

The method for the evaluation of the entropy via the phase 
spaoe Q1stribution function t has been described in a previous pa
per /2/ • There it was assumed that a local thermodynamical equilib
rium is established in each subvolume bVi of the whole 1nteracting 
zone of the two ions. In this case the d1atribut1on funct10n for a 
single cell 1s 

t (;,pJ):. L e.)(fl-(p-mV~(+))/2YYl TL{t) ] 
(4) 
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with 

f. ~ 
N. A.

3 

"; 
f·.. I\~	 (5)_l_I. -lt-

I. 
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\. '-t tN·lo
 

where N~ is the mean particle number in /jVi , the factor 4 is due 
to the spin-isospin degeneracy, denotes the mean particle denJÕt ... , 
sity in the considered subvolume, '11i(~) is the mean velocity of a 

2./ '\.,tcel! and A~:: (21T't / ro ~ O.. }} stands for. the thermal wave length of a 

nucleon. The temperatire Til!) is determined via energy conserva~ 
tion whereby the cooling effect due to the pion and other particle 
production is taken into account. In the calculation we have used 
everywhere relativistic formulae and employed the relativistic Boltz
mann distribution function. With the distrlbution function (4), that 
reflects the translational motion of the cell, the momentum .integra
tion in (I) can be performed and the entropy is finally oalculated 
by replacing the integral by a sum over finite elements. The results 
for the entropy turned out to be_~oi rather sensitive to the chosen 
cell subdiv~sion. This profitable feature is' mainly due to the faot 
that the smoothing over the momentum space and the simultaneous 
account for the translational motion of the cells reflect the enor
mous deformation of the phase space elements when the free motion 
sets in; Compared with the results of ref. / l /, where a decomposition 
of the six-dimenslonal phase space has been performed, our method
 

yields somewhat smaller entropy values.
 dThe ratio "-r.>"dp li of quasideuterons tille to the proton-like
 

particles Pt~e is given by 115/
 

3 r d3l( J~P t (2) .. .., 4 ... .. ... (6)II 

1<dp 
V

= "4 J (2:nt), npCr,p,'R,'P,l) 9i"'"'p), 
(,.'1)where 1 is the two-particle distribution function of neutron
np 

proton pairs and qd stands for the Wigner trans~orm of the deuteron 
density. Tb.e factor 3/4 is due to spin-isospin degeneracy and the 
integration has to be performed over relative and center-of-mass 
coordinates. If the deuteron wave function is approximated by a Gaus
sian one, Lt-d('r): ("'/1tr~)/2. e)(p(- l"Y2 r~) , the Wigner trans

form qcl Cf .,,) is given by . 
.( (7./ 2. 1.)

, qd(f,p)" 'JT~ e"p	 _r/f'd.- pr~ . (7) 

Expression (6), giving the number of deuteron-like pairs in light
 
compo5ites, requires the knowledge of higher order distr1bution
 

-l 

functibns in order to disentangle the asymptotic emission of defini
te composite particle. In spite of the fact that two-body correla
tion effects are taken into account in the cascade model and a direot 
and tedious calculation of 1<dp according to. eq, (6) t s in principIe 
possible, w€ malCe the replacement 

('l) (i) f L:') 
-5- ~ ~ n(f~.?4) "Ip (r~ .. p1)	 (8)np 

By assuming an emitting source of radius l<p and a Gaus s í.an spatia1 
nucleon distribution, the integration (6) can be.performed and the 
final result is 

c..) 
" 1/ -{ 2. <~ >	 (9) 

f<dp " (1 + ~r' (1 + L. )3A 
~'Rr mTrc:\ 

1 C~)
Here the average phase space	 occupancy < 3 > is given by 

3 - /13
te",> _ AcQS J\? (10) 

<J - 4 ('i,.,-"K} )0/2. '4' ' 2 % 

where Acqs stands for the number of struck particles calculate~ in 
the cascade model and j5 is their average density. Inserting (10)

."n h
into (9) the expression for- ~dp goes over into that derived by Sato 
and Yazaki/ 1 21 and employed in refs. / 7 ,al to infer the mean sizes of' 
the source and the deuteron-like pairs from e~perimental data 

"	 6 . At;o" (11)Ráp ': (1 + 2 '{J~)ili (1 + r:2 rnT) 3jJ . r~ d -li 2
t:/ 

For the sake of s1mplicity we have considered symmetric nuclear mat
ter and Aco$ /2 replaced by the number of 'charges NfJ triggered 
in the experiments of ref5. / 7 , a/ . 

At this placa a comment on the fitting procedure of Doss et aI. 
/e/ and on the applioabili ty of expressio~ (11) is 'in order. The ref (4' .1(1)-fOu
placement np':::: n' J imp11es that at the freeze-out s t age of t he p
collision process the two-body correlation function can still be 

, f'(4)
expressed through the one-particle function and that the cal
culation of the overlap integral with the deuteron wave function in 
(6) gives a reasonable estimate on how many deuteron-like pairs will 
be formed üuring the future evolution of the system. The freeze-out 
picture is based on a sudden disappearanoe of the interaction between 
noncor~elated particles and leads to a rapid transition from an 

5 



expanding system being in thermal equilibrium to a freely expanding 
system in which the number of composites does not change a~ore. 

According to this freeze-out scenario, one had to consider at later 
time steps a two-body correlation function consisting of a genuine 
bound state distribution function for the formed deuteron-like pairs 
plus a product of single-particle distribution functions that beco
me completely uncorrelated for large time instants and do not give 
eontribution to the ov~rlap integral (6). 

Doss et al./8/ used expression (lI) in order to infer directly 
from the comparison with the data the size of the fictitious source 
emitting the particles by assuming "RfJ:::' r;, (Iwf.A /2')'V'3and the para
meter r.t characterizing the extension of the deuteron-like pairs. 
Keeping in mind the freeze-out aoncept in a cascade model the value 

R" (Np) is a calculable but time-dependent quantity that deter
mines the break-up density. Furthermore, the "scurce" radius J?~ 

and the temperature jr are also not independent quantities. Thus, 
applying the cascade niodel , one can play a little with the cluster 
size' parameter!d and consider different break-up situation in or
der to ·fit the experimental cluster .abundances. 

In the case T<f">') 1 , at which the buLk limit dynamics sho ul.d 
work, cne obtains 

12':::.J. 
{fJ> 

( 1 + "''-ImTr;?j'5h 

ItRd~~ 
(3-1i/lt) (~ r:;, /r;,2) % 

2. m T to 3.1,(1 + 3' .,.,. c r d > ) :.z. 

U~ing the first expression (12a), one 
model the mean phase spac e occupancy 

, 1?p '>"> r;, (12a) 

, K'f=T,; A.f/ 
3 

A»/. (12b) 

calculates within the cascade 
.::::j.(1» 'that does not change 

after the free motion sets in and the associated entropy is 
s'IA = 5"/2. - lh.. (2 "/2.<.f l'J») • The quasi-deuteron effective radius 
rct has then to be adjusted tq fit the experimental ~~ values. 

The second expression \12b) has been used by Doss et aI. 8/ to 
predict "asymptotic" J?~ values. 

In interpreting the radii of the composites, one has to consi
der that they are embedded in a nuclear medium that affects their 
effective binding energies in such a way that they become less bound 
as denser and/or cooler th~ medium is. Only for a low density medium, 
on~ can expect that the effective radii are equal to those of the 

In the next section we shall apply the methods described above 
in order to.calculate the entropy evolution and the associated 
values as a function of the impact parameter or the baryon charge 
multiplicity. 

J'~B~rQ~l_~yolutiog~~_~Qg~ntral-Coll!~!Qg~_ª~~ih~~l~~i~! 

Pr2.9:.!!c t 1QB 
.1}:1 

As has been said in the Introduction, the measurements of theI .1 

charge mul, tiplicity dependence ~f th~ ratio d1d<lt /Pt.ice /7,8/ are", 
very useful to gain information on the properties of hot and dense 
nuclear matter. Since the ratio d~kc / jDe~Q increases with charge 
multiplicity Np , the data suggest (see fig.l) that the phase 
spac e oocupancy <Í' (1» is significant1y larger fo.r central collisi 
ons than for peripheral ones. This behaviour has a consequence that 
ttie specific entropy should increase with impact ~arameter because 
the entropy is the larger the further the nucleons are from each 
other in phase space, i.e. the smaller the probability of forming 
composites is. The cascade model calculations reproduce this tenden
cy quite well. From fig.l·it is clearly seen that the calculated 
entropy decreases steadily as the charge multiplicity Afp increases. 
At small impact parameters (large multiplicity values) the entropy 
curve shows a saturation-like tendenéy. This behaviour is in accord 
with the results of refs./l J,14/ • 

In the right-hand part of fig.l we compare the se entropy 'va'lue s 
with those following from' formula (J) and show th~t the ratio 
12 <:f (4» /( deiJce / Ptáce ) can be. interpreted as a measure of how 
close the cascade results ar~ to the so-called bulk equilibrium 
limito The results point out that this limit is far to be reached. 
In other words, the specific entropy values exftract~d by means of 
formula (J) are for central collisions between 4 and 5 units ~hereas 

the oasoade model gives a válue which is more than one unit lower. 
Similar results have been found in ref./14/. One has, however, to 
take into consideration under what ~ssumptions formula (J) has origi
nally been derivado In fact, Siemens and Kapusta /5/ considered a 

11 
4 dilute ~deal gas consisting of different species. The experimental
• 

l'
 
data and the oascade calculations show that this limit is not yet
 
reached and that the finite size of the emitting source has to be
 
taken into aooount.
 

The situation is not substantially changed when considering 

,.1 a ~omewhat heavier system. In fact, for the reaction Nb + Nb at 
0.4 GeV/nucleon /8/ , the entropy value following from the cascadefree composites. In qther cases they are larger /16/. 
caloulations for central collisions Ls ~/A = J. O, whereas formula 

6 7 
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(J) gives SIA = 4.J. This fact and the results for the Ca + Ca 
system indicate that the finite size effects of the em1tt1ng source 
seem to play a decisive role in explaining the connection between the 
entropy and fragment production, which is more transparent in fig.2. 
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For three impact parameters b = O, J.66 fm and 5 fm the casoade 
r~sults for. the time evolution of a number of the struck particles 
ACM ., their density p and specific entropy ~ /Atl'ot. are dis

pLayed , In the lower part of the figure the "7?d/>" values cal culated 
~ccording to (9) are compared with the experimental ones of ref. / 81 
L;see also fig.l) using different rms-radii <:: rj>for the deuteron-like 
fragments. 

There we show for three different impact parameters for the reaction 
C~ + Ca at 1050 MeV/nucleon the density, the specific entropy and the 
.r'T:J .,
~dp values. The time dependence of these ~uantities has been resca

led in such a way t~at t = O corresponds to the situation where the 
two nuclei having initially a Woods - Saxon density profile touch 
and the value of the overlapping density at this point amounts to 

po I 10 ( fo :: 0.15 fm-J ). 
The curves for the entropy evolution illustrate t~at the system 

form~d by the participants gains entropy mostly during a short time 
(see also	 refs. / l,2,lJ,141 } andinterval at the compression st~ge 

that the entropy remains fairly constant when the expansion phase 

sets in. 
In the lower part of fig.2 the theoretical 

" 1Rdp11 
values are oom

pared w1th the experimental one s , It is seen that .,~dp" is a slightly 
inoreasing function of time, although the entire system expana~ 

adiabatically. This behaviour is an artifact that is mainly due to 

I 
~ 

I a toa simple pioture behind the sudden freeze-out concept. This can 

I
I be seen in the upper part of fig.2 wher~ the numbe~ of struck partic

I Le s considered in calculating the density p is shown, For the 
central collision, the density jO reaches its maximum value when 

I only 6~ of the nucleons has suffered a collision. Thus, 5uch a be

.~ 
I haviour of the entire collision process would re~uire a dynamical 

treatment of the freeze-our mechanisrn itself (cf. ref. / l ?! ) , which 
11 is beyind the present consideration. 

1/, "\. Interesting enough, the results obta.ined for Pq'p according

{] to (9) suggest that with a reasonable choice of the radii of the 
clusters and by fixing the break-up moment by choosing the break-up 
density of say Po/3 the experimental data can be r-eproduc ed , As 
concerns the rms - radii of the fragments there is a tendency that 

2 

I 

.1 smaller <rd >values are required to fi t the data the higher the 
specific entropy 1s. Tnis agrees with the predictions of ref. 1161 

in whioh the change~ of the ~ms - radii of clusters embedded in a hot 
nuclear medium have been calculated. 

The results shown in figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate that the caacade 
model predicts entropy va.lues that are smaller tnan those following 
from the bulk equ11ibrium limit, and that at the sarne time the model 
is able to reproduce the cluster abundances reasonably well although 
the consideration of the freeze-out process itself is lacking desirable 
~ualities. Our analyais of central collisions of Nb + Nb at 400 Mevl 
nucleon gives also strong support of the fact that the bulk equi
libium l.imit i8 not yet reaohed in this heavy system as well. From 
our calculation it follows that the colliding systems have to be 
larger than Nb + Nb to diminish the 1nfluence of the finite size 
effects in the ~ragment formation processo Furthermore, to retain the 
va11dity of a simple relationahip like (J) between theory and 
experiment (i.e. between the spec1fio entropy and the cluster abun
danoes) a low occupancy ~f 

Cf)
}of the available phase space is neceSBa

ry. It could be achieved by passing .to higher beam energies beCaUBe 
the available phase space i8 determined by that portion of the beam 
energy that is oonverted into thermal motion. From the experimental 
datá of ref. / al such a tendency can be seen when comparing, e.g., 
the cluster yield of Ca + Ca at 0.4 with 1.05 GeV/nucleon. But it i8 

fí'	 still an open question which degree of global thermalization at 
higher beam energies say (2 - J ) GeV/nucleon is established. 

~ 

n, 
l r ~ ·4. B~a!::LJ!!!L~Q.!!.Ql!!cg!!1L!!~~!:k!! 

\'
I Analyz1ng the entropy evolution and the light cluster formation 

within the oaacade model, we have found that the confirmation Of a 
simple relationsh1p between entropy and cluster yield as following 

I	 98 
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from the bul.k equi1ibrium 1imit is sti11 obscured by the effects of 
finiteness of the system and the dynamics of the freeze-out processo 
We have obtained the resu1t that the specific entropy of the parti 
cipants increases with impact parameter and shows a saturation-1ike 
tendency in central collision events. However, for central colli  jI 
sions the specific entropy is more than one unit smal1er than that 
fo11owing from the Siemens - Kapusta re1ation (J). Even for a 1arge 

::1system sUch as Nb + Nb at 400 MeV/nucleon the bu1k equi1ibrium 11mit 
is not reached. Furthermore, it has been found that the break-up ~" 
density of the system becomes the sma11er the more peripheral the 
col1ision is whereby the number of participants reaches its final 
value when the density dropps to about 1/J of its maximwn va1ue. T-his 
behaviour of the hot system requires a dynamical treatment of the 
freezd-out mechanism that goes beyond the sudden approximation app1ied 
in the present work. 

As concerns more periphera1 collision processes, the inf1uence 
of' .the decay of the spectator matter and its contribution to the ent
ropy and the fragment yie1d shou1d also be investigated. The cascade 
approach permits us to distinguish between the spectators and parti 
cipants and a110ws us to calcu1ate their disintegration process 
separate1y. 1t cou1d wel1 be that the c+uster yie1a aS measured by 
the 4~ detector could turn out to be somewhat lower for low multi 
plicity eventa when experimenta11y a clear distinction between specta
tor and participant matter wou1d be possib1e. 

In summary, we wou1d 1ike to say that in apite of the fact that 
the~e exist stil1 open prob1ems mentioned above, the theoretica1 
investigation of the charge multip1icity and impact parameter d~pen
dence of the 1ight particle yie1d has substantially reduced the ori 
ginal puzz1ing of the entropy prob1em. 
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fyAHMa K.K •. H AP· E2-86-449 
3aBHCHMOCTb or napaMeTpa YAapa YAenbHOH aHrponHH 
H B~XOA nerKHX ~parMeHTOB B penATHBHCTCKHX CTOflKHOBeHHAX TA*efl~X HOHOB 

8 paMKaX KaCKaAHOrO nOAXOAa HCcneAOBaHa CBA3b Me*AY B~XOAOM AAepH~X 
$parMeHTOB H aCCO~HaTHBHOH YAenbHOH 3HTponHeH 4aCTH~, o6pa30BaHH~X BO Baa
HMOAeHCTBHH TR*enWX HOHOB npH B~COKoH 3HeprHH. 06Hapy*eHHaA Cy~eCTBeHHaA 
3aBHCHMOCTb BWXOAa $parMeHTOB OT napaMeTpOB YAapa npOABnAeTCA B TOM, 4TO 
YAenbHaR 3HTponHR aoapacraeT c yaenH4eHHeM napaMeTpa YAapa, a KpHTH4eCKaA 
nnOTHOCTb pacnaAa CHCTeMW OKa3WBaeTCA B~we AflA 6onee ~eHTpanbH~X CTOflKHO
BeHHM. noKa3aHO, 4TO npH o6pa30BaHHH 3HTpOnHH npeAen nOnHero repM0AHHaMH-
4eCKOrO paBHO&eCHR He AOCTHraeTCR Aa*e AflA TaKHX TA*efl~X CHCTe~ KaK Nb + 
+ Nb npH 3HeprHH 400 M38/HyKnOH H 4TO 3$$eKT~ KOHe4HOro pa3Mepa CHCTeM~ 
H AHHaMHKa npo~ecca 113aMopa*HBaHHA11 ABflAIOTCA AOMHHHPY~HMH ~aKTOpaMH npH 
onpeAeneHHH OTHOCHTenbHOro B~XOAa KnaCTepOB, 

Pa6ora awnonHeHa a fla6oparopHH reopeTH4eCKOH ~H3HKH OH~H. 

llpeopRRT 061.e.tuuieHRoro HBCllllYTa aJJ.epiWX HCClleJI.OBIIHHii • .IJ.y6Ha 1986 

Gudima K.K. et al. EZ-86-449 
Impact Parameter Dependence of the Specific Entropy 
and the light Particle Yield in Relativistic Heavy Jon Collisions 

The connection between the fragment yield and the associated specific 
entropy of participant matter produced in the course of a relativistic 
heavy ion collision is studied within the cascade approach. The essential 
impact parameter dependence of the fragment yield indicates that the spe
cific entropy Increases with impact parameter and that the break-up densi
ty is the larger the more central the collision process is. The results 
show that the bulk equilibrium limit for the entropy production is not 
reached for such heavy systems as Nb + Nb at 400 MeV/nucleon and that the 
finite size effects and the dynamical freeze-out process are dominant fac
tors in detennlnlng the cluster abundances. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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